1. Introduction

Laws in many countries make a clear distinction between reconstruction and repair works.

Repair of construction works means a type of construction aimed at partly or totally restoring the properties of construction works or a part thereof set by normative technical construction documents, which have gotten worse because of the exploitation of a construction works, or at improving the said properties.

Reconstruction of construction works means a type of construction with the aim to change essentially the existing construction works, thereby creating entirely new quality.

Many sources make a link between the economic evaluation of a building’s reconstruction needs and the longer building life time and additional value creation (Venckevičius 2004). Yet it is often forgotten that the cost of a building itself constitutes a relatively small portion of the total real estate value. A very frequent situation, particularly in the residential home market, is that a buyer of a relatively new residential building will choose to demolish it completely in order to build a new home that more closely reflects his/her personal needs and aesthetical preferences. Life time, durability and aesthetic appearance of buildings are important indicators of buildings, but the need for reconstruction is often influenced by economic interests. Industrial buildings are often reconstructed in order to increase profits and residential houses are reconstructed to save money on heating or maintenance expenses.

In the light of rising energy costs, the issue of heating is becoming particularly relevant (Blanco et al. 2009; Artmann et al. 2008). In an effort to respond to the high heating costs, a concept of a passive house has been created (Mingozzi et al. 2009) and first examples of such homes have already been built. The question remains, however, if such concept makes economic sense. After all, thermo isolating materials also require a lot of energy and it may be cheaper to invest in the alternative energy sources instead. Answering the question of what the optimal reconstruction cost should be is the central goal of this article.

Depending on the reconstruction needs, it is also possible to apply the assessment methods that take into account multiple goals, like the multi-objective MOORA optimization method (Braurers, Zavadskas 2009). However, the main issue in this situation is that the methods which evaluate multiple goals can be only ap-
plied when all of the potential reconstruction alternatives are known. Needless to say, it is very difficult to satisfy this assumption and thus to apply these methods.

As one can see from the examples provided below, it is sometimes possible to have two reconstruction alternatives that rely on the same type of construction structure and employ the same kind of materials yet, under certain conditions of use, one of them will be economical and the other will not. For these reasons, the article provides a new methodology that employs the break-even point analysis to select the economically optimal reconstruction alternative.

2. Traditional evaluation of reconstruction needs

Traditional evaluation of reconstruction needs is usually linked to the extended lifetime of a building (Venckevičius 2004). It is often assumed that money invested in building's reconstruction will proportionally increase its life time. In reality, this does not always happen. The effectiveness of a reconstruction with regard to the lifetime of a building can be evaluated by the following formula:

\[ \frac{K_1}{T_1} \leq \frac{K_2}{T_2}, \]  

where: \( K_1 \) – cost of reconstruction taking into account changes in the residential area and other factors, \( T_1 \) – lifetime of a building after the reconstruction; \( K_2 \) – cost of building a new identical building of the same size, \( T_2 \) – lifetime of a new building.

It is apparent from the formula (1) that the lower is the reconstruction cost and the higher is the building’s lifetime, the higher is the probability of full reconstruction cost recovery. Such traditional philosophy of building’s reconstruction effectiveness is based on the impact of building’s renewal on its useful lifetime (Fig. 1).

3. Break-even analysis method

In economics, break-even point is the point at which project revenues equal project costs (Blaug 2007). Revenues are usually directly dependent on the developed and sold product quantities. Costs, on the other hand, may be fixed and variable with regard to production and sales. Fixed costs are costs that do not depend on the sold product quantity. These costs may entail administrative expenses, loan repayments, etc. Variable costs are costs that are dependent on quantities produced. These costs entail labor costs, material costs, machine rents, etc. As production and sales increase, so do the variable costs.

When production is low, revenues may be lower than costs and the activity will generate an economic loss. At a point where revenues are equal to the costs (break-even point), no profits are made yet but the activity is no longer resulting in a loss. Once the production and sales increase beyond the break-even point, economic profits are generated (Fig. 2).

Practice shows that variable costs are usually not linearly related to the size of production. When the non-linear relationship between the size of production and the costs exists, two break-even points can be found. The first break-even point indicates the starting point of a profitable production zone and the second break-even point marks the end of a profitable production zone (Fig. 3).

In the general case it is possible to determine the exact location of a profit zone by solving the following set of simultaneous equations:

\[ \begin{align*}
    C &= P + V(g) \\
    I &= K \cdot g,
\end{align*} \]  

Fig. 1. Building depreciation process: 1 – natural building's depreciation process, 2 – building's depreciation process when the building is well maintained

Fig. 2. Break-even point analysis method
where: \( g \) – size of production \( C \) – production costs, \( P \) – fixed expenses; \( V(g) \) – variable production costs, \( I \) – revenues from product sales, \( K \) – price charged per unit of a product.

In order to determine the production quantity that ensures the maximum profit, one must solve the following set of simultaneous differential equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
C' &= V'(g) \\
I' &= K
\end{align*}
\]  

(3)

4. Industrial buildings and break-even point analysis method

Reconstruction of industrial buildings is often linked to the technological progress. Upon the arrival of new production technologies, an opportunity opens up to either produce more, higher quality products or to reduce the production costs. To exploit these new opportunities, companies must change their technological production lines which in turn requires changes in the building layout and introduces other building reconstruction needs. For this reason, reconstruction of industrial buildings should not be separated from the reorganization of the production process.

The effectiveness of a reconstruction can be evaluated using the break-even point analysis method once reconstruction and production costs are added together. To evaluate reconstruction effectiveness, one needs, at minimum, consider changes in key production indicators, product quality and price as well as production size and production costs. Most often, product quality improves, production rises and variable costs diminish when reconstruction is implemented. Fixed costs (usually related to firm’s debt related obligations), on the other hand, usually increase, at least temporarily. Fixed cost increase is closely related to the additional debt that a firm must take out in order to execute the reconstruction.

Few companies are in a position to self-finance the entire reconstruction process. Product quality is usually reflected in the product price. Therefore, as product quality rises, so does the product price.

Example. A company produces screws. Screw price is 10 Lt/kg. Before the reconstruction, company’s fixed costs are equal to 20000 Lt per month, variable costs are related to the size of production \( g \) by the equation \( V=0.01g+0.001g^2 \).

Company’s profit range can be determined by solving the following set of simultaneous equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
C &= 20000 + 0.01g + 0.001g^2 \\
I &= 10g
\end{align*}
\]

Solution of the above equations indicates that in order to break even and avoid a loss, the company must produce a minimum monthly quantity of screws equal to \( g_1 = 2770 \) kg. The maximum monthly quantity of screws that a company can produce without incurring a loss is equal to \( g_2 = 7220 \) kg.

The maximum profit that can be obtained given the size of production can be determined by the following set of simultaneous equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
C' &= 0.01 + 2 \cdot 0.001 \cdot g \\
I' &= 10
\end{align*}
\]

In this case, maximum profit will be obtained when the monthly production of screws is equal to 4995 kg. Maximum monthly profit is equal to 4950 Lt.
After the reconstruction, the company must increase its fixed costs to 23333 Lt per month due to an additional debt that it took out to finance the reconstruction process. The price that the firm charges for its product remains the same at 10 Lt/kg. Variable costs would diminish to $V = 0.005x + 0.0005g^2$.

\[
\begin{align*}
C &= 23333 + 0.005 \cdot g + 0.0005 \cdot g^2 \\
I &= 10 \cdot g.
\end{align*}
\]

In this case, a reconstruction would expand the profit zone from $g_1 = 3842$ to $g_2 = 8627$. Solving the simultaneous equations

\[
\begin{align*}
C' &= 0.005 + 2 \cdot 0.0005 \cdot g \\
I' &= 10.
\end{align*}
\]

we determine that the maximum profit would be obtained when 7995 kg of screws is produced on a monthly basis. Under this production size, maximum monthly profit would reach 8627 Lt. We can conclude that the reconstruction is profitable.

5. Break-even point analysis method in building thermo-isolation decisions

Break-even point analysis method can be also successfully applied in building thermo-isolation decisions. In this case, knowing changes in heating costs and the costs associated with thermo-isolation of walls allows the user to apply the break-even point analysis in order to determine the optimal amount of thermo-isolation materials.

Heat loss associated with external walls can be determined using the following formula (STR 2.05.01, 2005):

$$\varphi = A \cdot U \cdot (\theta_i - \theta_e) \cdot k \cdot T.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $A$ – external wall area, $U$ – heat transfer coefficient, $(\theta_i - \theta_e)$ – difference between the projected inside and outside temperatures during the heating season, $k$ – coefficient used to assess the orientation of a building, wind direction and other factors that influence the calculations, $T$ – exploitation hours, $h$.

Heat transfer coefficient $U$ is determined using the following formula (STR 2.05.01 2005):

$$U = \frac{1}{R}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

If thermal resistance $R$ of a wall before the reconstruction is $R_1$, and the additional thermal resistance added during the reconstruction is $R_2$, then heat losses through an external wall before and after the reconstruction can be given by the following formulas:

$$\varphi_e = A \cdot \frac{1}{R_1} \cdot (\theta_i - \theta_e) \cdot k \cdot T,$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$\varphi_r = A \cdot \frac{1}{R_1 + R_2} \cdot (\theta_i - \theta_e) \cdot k \cdot T.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Using these formulas, we can determine the post-reconstruction heat savings as follows:

$$\Delta \varphi = \varphi_e - \varphi_r.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

In case the old thermo-isolation product is being replaced with a new one that meets a higher efficiency standard (as in when the windows get replaced), the total heat savings after the reconstruction are calculated by the following formula:

$$\Delta \varphi = A \left( \frac{1}{R_1} - \frac{1}{R_2} \right) \cdot (\theta_i - \theta_e) \cdot k \cdot T.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

The annual savings when the building is heated with gas is equal to:

$$S_g = \Delta \varphi \cdot \frac{g \cdot c}{1000},$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$S_t = A \left( \frac{1}{R_1} - \frac{1}{R_2} \right) \cdot (\theta_i - \theta_e) \cdot k \cdot T \cdot \frac{g \cdot c}{1000},$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $c = 1.6$ – a Lithuanian gas cost, Lt/m$^3$ (in 2009 prices), $g = 0.1073$ – gas quantity per m$^3$ to produce 1 kWh of energy.

In case when an additional thermo-isolation layer is added to the existing one, the total heat savings are calculated as follows:

$$\Delta \varphi = A \left( \frac{1}{R_1} - \frac{1}{R_1 + R_2} \right) \cdot (\theta_i - \theta_e) \cdot k \cdot T.$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

The total annual monetary savings (post-reconstruction heating costs as compared to the pre-reconstruction heating costs) when an additional layer of thermo-isolation material is applied can be calculated as follows:

$$S_t = A \left( \frac{1}{R_1} - \frac{1}{R_1 + R_2} \right) \cdot (\theta_i - \theta_e) \cdot k \cdot T \cdot \frac{g \cdot c}{1000}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)
Thermal resistance $R_2$ can be linked to the thermo-isolation material thickness $x$. Accordingly, post-reconstruction heat savings can be determined using the formula:

$$\Delta \varphi = A \cdot \left( \frac{1}{R_1} - \frac{1}{R_1 + f(x)} \right) \cdot (\theta_i - \theta_f) \cdot k \cdot T. \tag{14}$$

The cost of reconstruction works can be evaluated using the cost of materials (which usually amounts to about 30% of total value of reconstruction works). In this way, the cost of thermo-isolation works $S_r$ can be roughly estimated using the following formula:

$$S_r = k_1 (S_1 \cdot x + S_2), \tag{15}$$

where $k_1$ – coefficient measuring the impact of material cost to the overall value of reconstruction works, $x$ – thermo-isolation material thickness, $S_1$ – thermo-isolation material cost, $S_2$ – other materials’ cost needed for the reconstruction.

Example. A building is located in Kaunas, Lithuania, where the average outside temperature during the heating season is $-0.5 \, ^\circ C$. Inside temperature is $+20 \, ^\circ C$. The length of a heating season is 192 days. Current thermal resistance is equal to $R_1 = 2$. The characteristics of the materials used for the thermo-isolation purposes are given in Table 1. The cost of materials makes up about 30 percent of total reconstruction process value. The cost of thermo-isolation material is 420 Lt/m$^3$, other materials needed cost 15 Lt/m$^2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer thickness, mm</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>75</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>125</th>
<th>150</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_2$</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>3.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From table 1 the user can see that in this case the resistance of the thermo-isolation layer is approximately equal to the thermo-isolation layer thickness $x$ in meters multiplied by 22.2.

$$R = 22.2 \cdot x. \tag{16}$$

The cost of materials makes up about 30 percent of total reconstruction process value. The cost of thermo-isolation material is 420 Lt/m$^3$, other materials needed cost 15 Lt/m$^2$. Based on this, the correlation of the reconstruction costs to the thickness of the thermo-isolation material according to the formula (15) can be expressed as:

$$S_r = 3.33 \cdot (420 \cdot x + 15).$$

Consequentially, the amount of heat that could be saved during the heating season per one square meter of a wall according to the formula (14) is equal (in watts) to:

$$\Delta \varphi = 1 \cdot \left( \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{2 + 22.2 \cdot x} \right) \cdot (20 - (-0.5)) \cdot 1.02 \cdot 192 \cdot 24.$$  

The amount of heat that could be saved over a certain number of years of building exploitation ($m$) per one square meter of a wall is equal (in watts) to:

$$\Delta \varphi = \left( \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{2 + 22.2 \cdot x} \right) \cdot 96353.28 \cdot m.$$  

The savings when the building is heated with gas is equal to:

$$S_f = \left( \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{2 + 22.2 \cdot x} \right) \cdot 16.542 \cdot m.$$  

Break-even point analysis method can be applied to analyze the heat savings and building’s reconstruction costs:

$$\begin{align*}
S_r &= \left( \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{2 + 22.2 \cdot x} \right) \cdot 16.542 \cdot m, \\
S_f &= 3.33 \cdot (420 \cdot x + 15),
\end{align*}$$

where $m$ – the length of an investing period in years. 

Research results are provided in the Figs. 5 and 6.

![Fig. 5. Break-even analysis method applied to the estimation of revenues and costs associated with a thermo-isolation process of a building wall with a pre-construction thermal resistance $R_1 = 2$, $m = 40$](image-url)
When the gas cost reaches 1.6 Lt/m$^3$, and the price of a thermo-isolation material is at 420 Lt/m$^3$ (W/(mK)), a thermo-isolation of a building wall that has a pre-reconstruction thermal resistance of $R_1 = 2$ would result in a largest economic profit when the thermo-isolation material is 10 cm in thickness. Such building would reach a break-even point in 40 years.

Using the current costs of gas for heating and construction materials in Lithuania and assuming that the reconstruction works are self-executed, a thermo-isolation of a building wall that has a pre-reconstruction thermal resistance of $R_1 = 1$ would result in a largest economic profit when the thickness of the thermo-isolation material is equal to 12 cm. Such reconstruction works would reach a break-even point in 4 years. When the reconstruction works are self-executed, the profit per m$^2$ of the wall obtained after 15 years would equal to 115 Lt.

6. Conclusions

1. Examples obtained using break-even point method in this article indicate that break-even analysis can be successfully applied in the evaluation of reconstruction work needs.
2. The need for a reconstruction in the industrial building should not be separated from a need for a renewal in a production process. Only the simultaneous treatment of these two issues will give the maximum economic effect to the owner.
3. The article shows that it is erroneous to assume that larger investments in building's thermo-isolation will continuously increase the economic.
4. When the gas cost reaches 1.6 Lt/m$^3$, and the price of a thermo-isolation material is at 420 Lt/m$^3$ (W/(mK)), a thermo-isolation of a building wall that has a pre-reconstruction thermal resistance of $R_1 = 2$ would result in a largest economic profit when the thermo-isolation material is 10 cm in thickness. Such building would reach a break-even point in 40 years.
5. Using the current costs of gas for heating and construction materials in Lithuania and assuming that the reconstruction works are self-executed, a thermo-isolation of a building wall that has a pre-reconstruction thermal resistance of $R_1 = 1$ would result in a largest economic profit when the thickness of the thermo-isolation material is equal to 12 cm. Such reconstruction works would reach a break-even point in 4 years. When the reconstruction works are self-executed, the profit per m$^2$ of the wall obtained after 15 years would equal to 115 Lt.
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Santauka. Pastatų patvarumas ir išvaizda yra svarbus dalykas visiem statiniams, tačiau rekonstrukcijos poreikį dažniausiai lemia ekonominė nauda. Gyvenamuosius statinius dažniausiai rekonstruojame siekdamas sumažinti šildymo ir priežiūros išlaidas, o pramoninius pastatus – keisdami pasenusias technologijas naujamis ir tokiu būdu siekdami didesnio pelno. Šiame straipsnyje aprašoma nauja kritinio taško analizės metodų pagrįsta metodika, skirta rekonstrukcijos poreikio ekonominiam pagrįstumui nustatyti. 
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